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About

CORPAL

CORPAL is a company specialising
in the manufacture and marketing
of packaging for logistics and offers
innovative and environmentally
friendly products.
Its experience in packaging
for logistics and its dedicated
equipment make CORPAL one
of the leaders in this field.

Sustainable
development
Let’s help
preserve
our planet.

CORPAL is completely committed to
an approach that aims to preserve
the environment, both in our choice
of the raw materials used for our
products and in the processes we
use to manufacture them.
The majority of the CORPAL range
is made from recycled paper, and
100% of our products are recyclable.
Products made from virgin fibre are
made from paper manufactured
from thinnings from sustainably
managed forests.

Our PROTECT solutions

Based in the heart of Audomarois,
Corpal’s products are marketed both
in France and Europe.

Your products are valuable : we can help you help to protect them

Created by a subsidiary of a
Scandinavian Group that started up
in 2006, CORPAL has been part of
the French Bulteau Développement
Group since 2018 (specialising in
the distribution and manufacture
of packaging products).

We do not discharge any effluent
during our manufacturing processes,
and all of our waste is recycled via
a short cycle that is fully in line with
a circular economy approach.

Our commitment to
the use of sustainable
resources has been
formally recognised
by our FSC ® certification,
obtained in 2011.

Our CARRY solutions

Protège
des coups

EDGECOR
Améliore
le gerbage

FSC

Export
Maritime

Recyclable

Maintien
et stabilise

Protect, consolidate
and strengthen

The ideal protection for
cylindrical shapes

Built-in protection for
your corners and edges

Whether it is for protection against
crushing, stability reinforcement or to
increase vertical compression strength,
our range of Edgecor corner protectors,
horizontally or vertically, will adapt to
meet your requirements and provide you
with the best protection solution.

Perfectly adapted for cylindrical shapes,
this Flexcor corner protector offers you
the best possible protection for the
circumference of your products. Easy to fit
and available in long lengths, it will meet
your packing needs perfectly.

Designed for the complete protection
of your fragile corners and edges,
Ucor profile adapts precisely to your
dimensional requirements. Quick and
easy to install thanks to the extremely
convenient gripper effect. Ucor profiles
can also be used as a box for your long
products by interlocking two Ucor profiles
one on top of the other.

Résiste
à l’humidité

Flexible corner protector

Supprime
la palette bois

Fret aérien

Léger

Propre
et hygiénique

Non soumis
NIMP15

FLATCOR

Cardboard edge guards
Remplace
éléments en bois

Réduit
la pénibilité

TECPAL

PALINOV

SLIP SHEET

A very strong
cardboard pallets

An alternative
to wooden pallets

The best solution for
the Export Supply Chain

The TECPAL cardboard pallet is the
ideal replacement for you to adopt
when using wooden pallets causes
you constraints, and you want to lessen
your impact on our environment.

The PALINOV is the only cardboard
pallet foot on the market that combines
lightness and a high level of mechanical
performance.It is used to replace pallet
feet and/or wooden pallets or any
other type of pallet.

The SLIP SHEET is your solution for
shipments in shipping containers : an
excellent alternative to wooden pallets,
the SLIP SHEET allows you to eliminate
the use of pallets, optimise your loading
within the container and exempts you
from the limitations of using wood for
export (no need for ISPM 15 treatment).

Pallet foot

UCOR

Corner protector

What if we could help you to do without wooden pallets!

Cardboard pallet

FLEXCOR

Optimise
le chargement

Auto
adhésif

Protective spacer
Peu encombrant

Gain
de temps

This spacer allows you to eliminate
damage caused by impacts or friction
of your products, for example between
lacquered aluminium profiles or sheets
of wood or metal.
Prévient des accidents
du travail

Économique

OTHER solutions
When the qualities of our products
can lead to another use

DISPLAYCOR
Build single-material POS

Displaycor was developed to replace
traditional accessories made of wood,
plastic or metal, and used in corrugated
cardboard displays.

U profile

